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Committee of the Whole Agenda
Tuesday, October 11, 2017
7:30 PM Council Chambers 1st Floor
1. Roll Call
2. Presentation: 1 North Washington Place (Laura Newman 10/6/17)
Documents:
PROS AND CONS OF REVISED OWP PROJECT.PDF
3. Other
4. Adjournment
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October 6, 2017
Laura Newman, City Administrator
Committee of the Whole-CD

SUBJECT:

Developer’s Suggested Revisions to Approved Development Plans
One Washington Place Planned Unit Development

Background
In 2016, the City of Batavia approved both a mixed-use, Planned Unit Development entitled “One Washington Place”
(hereafter “OWP”) and a TIF Redevelopment Agreement (RDA) with the Developer, One Washington, LLC, represented
by David Patzelt, President, Shodeen Development. The TIF RDA includes language and exhibit(s) describing and
graphically depicting the aforementioned One Washington Place redevelopment project. At its core, this redevelopment is
a public-private initiative and partnership, creating private residential and commercial space and public improvements,
including a public parking garage, streetscape amenities and upgrades to certain public utilities. Various sections of the
RDA text and its exhibits (including its Exhibit N, Attachment A) set forth specific project activities, party obligations
and estimated costs of same. Further, these estimated costs, along with the City’s estimates of project TIF incremental tax
revenues after build-out/occupancy and going forward approximately twenty years, were the basis from which the parties
came to an agreement as to the developer’s requested and the City’s awarded TIF financial assistance.
Since the time the City approved the PUD zoning for OWP and the two parties executed the OWP RDA, the developer
has obtained contractor estimates for construction activities, discovering that such estimates far exceed the developer’s
original estimates and, according to Mr. Patzelt, these increased costs, (amounting to somewhere “between $6M and $8M)
have made constructing the approved project financially infeasible. He has informed staff that his company cannot and
will not build the approved project. However, he has also informed staff that Shodeen is willing to construct a slightly
modified project, with a revised building composition plan that alters the number of residential units (increased from 186
to 194), the amount of commercial space (decreased from 14,608 SF to 5,725 SF) and the total number of public parking
spaces within the garage (from 350+/- to 335+/-). Drawings depicting these changes are found at Attachment B. Mr.
Patzelt has also stated that moving forward with constructing the revised project would be predicated on the City’s
willingness to increase the amount of its bond sale (debt) from $14M to $16M.
Staff has jointly completed a matrix showing perceived Pros and Cons in considering the developer’s suggested changes
to the project’s building composition (Attachment C). Staff has not, however, evaluated any actual changes to the
project’s financial pro forma, including the City’s increased TIF assistance, as doing so would be premature before
knowing whether or not the Council is willing to even consider amending the approved development entitlements.
At the COW’s October 11th special meeting, Mr. Patzelt will be presenting his company’s proposed changes to the OWP
project and will be prepared to answer any questions the Council may have in doing so. Of course, Staff will also be
present to assist the COW in its consideration of the matter.
Attachments:
A. Exhibit N, One Washington Place Redevelopment Agreement;
B. Developer’s Revised Drawings;
C. Pros and Cons Matrix
CC:

Mayor Schielke; Kevin Drendel; Department Heads; Chris Aiston
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